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EDITORIAL
Epilepsy at the millennium
Ye knowe ek that in forme of speche is
chaunge
Withinne a thousand year, and wordes tho
That hidden pris, now wonder nyce and
straunge
Us thinketh hem, and yet thei spake hem
so.
Thus Chaucer, writing a third of the way into the
second millennium but looking back into the past
and reflecting on how language changes. Today, seven
hundred years on, we look back on Chaucer’s English
and, without help, few of us can fully understand it:
look back another three hundred years to the start of
the second millennium and we hardly understand the
thoughts and customs of our ancestors let alone their
language. Did they ever wonder what life would be
like a thousand years on, at their millennium? Did
they expect unremitting change and progress as we
do?
The evidence that we have suggests that there was
only a little millennium angst a thousand years ago
(mostly among the clergy) and that it was assumed
that there would be little change in the future (and
yet, within seventy years, life for our Saxon ances-
tors changed forever). ‘The Millennium’ did not have
the significance it does now and celebrating it as we
do would have seemed a little bizarre. Will our de-
scendants look back on us, at the start of the fourth
millennium and wonder at us? Will they be speak-
ing the same language—or, at least, still understand
ours? How will they view our scientific and medical
discoveries, of which we are so proud and confident?
Mankind enters the third millennium with the devel-
oping ability to change the genetic structure of plants,
animals and itself and is beginning to fully compre-
hend and be able to manipulate the functions of the
brain. Will our ancestors (assuming we have them!) be
celebrating that in a thousand years? Will historians,
in a thousand years, be poring over this journal won-
dering at our quaint language and at our ignorance?
Will war and pestilence have swept away civilization
(as it nearly did in Chaucer’s England)? The questions
are endless, the answers few and speculation perhaps
sterile.
But the millennial transition is perhaps the time to
reflect on the past, assess the present and peer hope-
fully into the future of epilepsy. Over the next year or
so we will be publishing in ‘Seizure’ various contri-
butions from the Millennial Conference of the British
Branch of the International League Against Epilepsy,
reflecting on the history of epilepsy, on our present
practices and on what we feel the growing points of
epilepsy will be. Perhaps in one hundred years time
and just possibly in a thousand, these issues of Seizure
will be taken off a dusty shelf and some academic,
hungry for material for a thesis (will there still be the-
ses in an hundred or a thousand years time?) will try
to determine how we felt about epilepsy at the turn of
the century, how we managed it and how it was con-
ceptualized. He or she may be surprised: as surprised
as I was when I conducted a similar exercise a few
years ago and reviewed the UK psychiatric literature
on epilepsy of one hundred years ago. I had assumed
that it would probably be negative—how could authors
be positive about a condition like epilepsy when the
only available drug was sodium bromide: but what I
learnt was that the view of epilepsy held by practi-
tioners at the time was very positive. ‘Epilepsy wards’
might be turbulent places with frequent fights, mul-
tiple seizures and rich psychopathology but the au-
thors were enthusiastic about improving Quality of
Life (and were well-aware of its issues and dimen-
sions) and recognized the importance of social and
psychological treatment—they also fully recognized
the limitations of drug treatment and the importance
of distinguishing drug side effects from the effects of
epilepsy itself.
So, it is useful to reflect upon where we have come
from in terms of our medical thinking and practice
(and to pay due acknowledgement to the past) and
also to try to illustrate, both for ourselves and our
descendants, what our current concept and practice
of epilepsy is. These millennial contributions will in-
clude historical essays, including a fascinating paper
on Anglo-Saxon medicine, and papers outlining cur-
rent knowledge and a little speculation about the fu-
ture. But we are going to start with the patient him-
self and herself: what are our patients’ experiences as
we turn the corner of the Millennium? How do we,
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and our practices, appear through their eyes? It is diffi-
cult in historical research to understand much of what
patients with epilepsy have experienced at our hands
over the last thousand years, or, at least, what they have
felt about it: there are glimpses, but little detailed writ-
ten experience.
The Council of the British Branch of the Inter-
national League Against Epilepsy, who conduct the
Gowers Prize competition, decided in this millennial
year to invite entries for a Millennial Patients’ Gow-
ers Prize competition. There were over 20 entries,
many of a very high quality. They ranged from almost
incoherent cries of pain and anger, to cool analyses
of the person’s experience, to polemics: several were
from health professionals with the condition them-
selves, whose analysis of their situation can be instruc-
tive to all of us. We include in a mini supplement six
of these entries, including that of the eventual prize
winner (judgement of the entries was extremely dif-
ficult). They are included here to illustrate how our
patients cope with the burden of epilepsy, how they
endure the rigours of ‘high tech’ medicine including
surgery, how they succeed in the struggle to come to
terms with epilepsy (sometimes despite their doctors!)
even if the epilepsy continues, and how the support
of family, friends and health professionals often seems
more important than medicines or surgery. I suspect
this was the experience of patients one hundred years
ago and possibly even a thousand years ago: ‘Bald’s
Leechbook’, an Anglo-Saxon version of the British
National Formulary makes little mention of epilepsy,
but is strong on confidence and good nursing.
Whether one is swallowing powdered paeony root
and ‘mans scull pulverised’, drinking urine from a
shoe or taking the latest product of our drug indus-
try, perhaps that is the most important thing. This also
applies to surgery as our patient contributors tell us
so well: we know that our Anglo-Saxon forebears suc-
cessfully (in the sense that the patient lived!) trephined
the skull: will our descendants in a thousand years time
see much difference between boring holes in the skull
to let out devils and doing the same to let out (or cut
out) electrical activity? Probably not.
These six essays are a record of human experience
with epilepsy: they represent what our writers believe
to be true for themselves. They are printed as they
were written with only very minor editorial changes.
If medically qualified readers mutter to themselves
‘nonsense: that can’t be true’ then they should ask
themselves where the erroneous ideas were gained
from, and how communication between doctor and
patient went wrong. These essays are a record of what
our patients actually think and believe: not what they
ought to.
Incidentally, the Gowers Prize entries were judged
anonymously: I asked each contributor, whose essays
follow, if we could print their names. I am pleased that
each one was happy to use their real name. Perhaps we
are pushing back the boundaries of prejudice—that is
a good way to mark the Millennium.
Dr T. A. Betts
Editor
